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QUESTION 1

Refer to the exhibit. 

This switch currently assigns all VLANs to Multiple Spanning Tree Protocol (MSTP) instance 0 or the Internal Spanning
Tree (IST). Which statement correctly describes interface 21? 

A. The interface is down at Layer 2; it is not available for sending or receiving any traffic. 

B. The interface is an edge port but has received Bridge Protocol Data Units (BPDUs), so it is disabled. 

C. The interface does not forward or accept data traffic, but it is ready to start forwarding if interface 19 fails. 

D. The interface does not support spanning tree; it is possible that it will introduce a loop in the network. 

Correct Answer: C 

 

QUESTION 2

A server connects to a port on an HP Comware switch. The network administrator wants to ensure that: 

Which statement describes how the administrator can accomplish this? 

A. The administrator must manually configure the port as an STP edge port. 

B. The administrator can lower the port\\'s root path cost to zero. 

C. The administrator can accept the default behavior of auto-edge. 

D. The administrator can configure the port as an MSTP master port. 

Correct Answer: B 

 

QUESTION 3

What is one difference between the 802.11g and 802.11n standards? 

A. 802.11g can operate on the 5Ghz band. 

B. 802.11n can operate on the 2.4Ghz band. 
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C. 802.11n supports multiple spatial streams with MIMO. 

D. 802.11g supports channel bonding of multiple channels. 

Correct Answer: C 

 

QUESTION 4

A network administrator wants to establish an LACP link aggregation between an HP Comware switch and an HP
ProVision switch. Which settings should the administrator configure? 

A. The link aggregation mode should be set to static on the Comware bridge interface, and the ProVision trunk should
be set to lacp. 

B. The link aggregation mode should be set to dynamic on the Comware bridge interface, and the ProVision trunk
should be set to trunk. 

C. The link aggregation mode should be set to static on the Comware bridge interface, and the ProVision trunk should
be set to trunk. 

D. The link aggregation mode should be set to dynamic on the Comware bridge interface, and the ProVision trunk
should be set to lacp. 

Correct Answer: D 

 

QUESTION 5

An HP Comware switch should send messages to an SNMP server when various events occur. What is one step in the
configuration of this feature? 

A. Enable SSH on the switch, and create a user account to match settings on the SNMP server. 

B. Set the SNMPv2 read-write community string to match the string on the SNMP server. 

C. Enable logging to the console globally. 

D. Specify an SNMP trap server with the SNMP server IP address and community string. 

Correct Answer: D 
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